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Abstract. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) follows the endto-end principle – when a client establishes a connection with a server,
the connection is only shared by two physical machines, the client and
the server. In current cellular networks, a myriad of middleboxes disregard the end-to-end principle to enable network operators to deploy
services such as content caching, compression, and protocol optimization
to improve end-to-end network performance. If server operators remain
unaware of such middleboxes, TCP connections may not be optimized
specifically for middleboxes and instead are optimized for mobile devices.
We argue that without costly active measurement, it remains challenging
for server operators to reliably detect the presence of middleboxes that
split TCP connections. In this paper, we present three techniques (based
on latency, loss, and characteristics of TCP SYN packets) for server
operators to passively identify Connection Terminating Proxies (CTPs) in cellular networks, with the goal to optimize TCP connections for faster content delivery. Using TCP and HTTP logs recorded
by Content Delivery Network (CDN) servers, we demonstrate that our
passive techniques are as reliable and accurate as active techniques in
detecting CTPs deployed in cellular networks worldwide.
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Introduction

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), Hyper Text Transport Protocol
(HTTP) and secure HTTP (HTTPS) were originally designed with the assumption that clients communicate over end-to-end connections with servers. However, given the different types of networks involved in an end-to-end connection between cellular clients and servers (such as the radio network, the cellular
backbone, and the public Internet), optimizing communication for each of these
networks independently improves the overall performance of the end-to-end connections between clients and servers [5][10][11]. One of the techniques used by
cellular carriers to improve the communication performance in their networks is
to deploy Connection Terminating Proxies (CTPs) that split TCP connections
between clients and servers [9][13]. CTPs allow cellular carriers to speed up TCP

transfers between devices and the cellular gateways to the Internet through TCP
optimization, content caching, and bandwidth throttling.
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), cloud providers, or other server
providers on the Internet are mostly unaware of specific CTPs deployed by individual cellular carriers. As a result, servers may not optimize their connections
for CTPs, but optimize connections for the mobile device instead. We believe
that if server providers are made aware of the presence of CTPs, TCP configurations could be fine-tuned to improve content delivery to the middlebox and to
the end-user [7]. However, without expensive active network measurements on
mobile devices, it remains challenging for server operators to reliably detect the
presence of CTPs and optimize connections accordingly [17].
In this study, we propose three techniques to passively detect the presence
of CTPs in cellular networks, using TCP and HTTP logs recorded by Akamai’s
geographically distributed CDN servers. Our first technique compares latency
estimated by clients and servers for TCP connections. The second technique
compares the packet loss experienced by CDN servers for HTTP and HTTPS
sessions. Our third technique analyzes characteristics of TCP SYN packets for
connections to ports 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS). Although our evaluation is
based on Akamai server logs, we argue that our techniques are not limited to
CDN providers and also apply to other types of servers. The major contributions
of this work are as follows:
• We perform the first large scale measurement study to passively detect the
presence of CTPs deployed in cellular networks worldwide. Our study is
based on data collected by Akamai CDN servers during January-July 2015.
Our current dataset contains performance metrics from over a total of 14
million TCP connections from clients in different cellular networks.
• We propose three techniques for server operators to passively detect the presence of CTPs from TCP and HTTP server logs. Results from our measurements indicate that the use of CTPs is very popular among cellular carriers
worldwide. In fact, carriers employ CTPs for splitting HTTPS sessions, in
addition to splitting HTTP sessions.
• Using the collected data, we demonstrate that our techniques are reliable
in detecting CTPs deployed in cellular networks across several countries. In
Table 1, we compare the results of our passive techniques with the Delayed
Handshake (DH) active measurement technique of CTP detection for cellular carriers in the US [17]. The tickmarks in the table indicate the presence of CTPs. We show that despite the fact that our passive measurement
techniques do not generate probing traffic, they correctly detect CTPs as
detected by active experiments in DH [17].

Table 1: Comparison of results from our passive techniques with previous
work [17] that uses active experiments, for cellular networks in the US.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work on detecting cellular middleboxes. In Section 3, we present our methodology. In Section 4, 5, and 6, we discuss how server operators could detect CTPs
by using latency estimated by clients and servers, packet loss observed on the
server-side, and inspecting TCP SYN packets, respectively. In Section 7, we offer
discussion of our results. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
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Related Work

Several studies have investigated the characteristics, performance benefits and
deployment locations of CTPs in cellular networks. Weaver et al. and Xu et al.
investigated the characteristics of transparent Web proxies in cellular networks
using active experiments on mobile devices [16][17]. Other studies looked at
the performance benefits of TCP splitting proxies to improve Web communications in cellular networks [6][9][13]. Ehsan et al. measured the performance gains
of CTPs for Web caching and packet loss mitigation in satellite networks [8].
A study by Wang et al. characterized implications of cellular middleboxes on
improving network security, device power consumption and application performance [15]. Our work, in contrast to these studies, focuses on detecting CTPs
using passive measurement techniques, instead of active experiments.
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Data Collection Methodology

To verify that our latency-based technique reliably detects CTPs in cellular networks worldwide, we used the webpage timing data collected by Akamai’s Real
User Monitoring system (RUM) [3], which leverages the Navigation Timing API
on the client browser [1]. The data includes the time to establish TCP connections for both HTTP and HTTPS sessions. Akamai’s RUM also records TCP
latency estimated by CDN servers for HTTP and HTTPS session. To investigate
whether our packet loss-based technique reliably detects CTPs, we used TCP
logs recorded by CDN servers deployed worldwide and extracted the number
of packets retransmitted by the server for both HTTP and HTTPS sessions.
Finally, to investigate whether our TCP SYN-based technique detect CTPs, we
collected TCP-dumps on CDN servers for several hours and captured SYN packets
for connection requests to port 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS).
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Detecting CTPs from Client and Server-side Latency

When a CTP splits an end-to-end connection between clients and CDN servers,
the latency estimated by clients should be higher than latency estimated by CDN
servers. This is because the latency observed by the client will include the radio
and cellular backbone latency (∼tens of milliseconds [2]). Whereas the latency
estimated by CDN servers would include the latency on the wired public Internet
and is likely to be low (∼5 ms), as CDNs have wide deployment of servers inside
many cellular networks.
In this section we analyze the TCP latency estimated by clients and servers
for TCP connections (both HTTP and HTTPS sessions) using two different
methods. First, we compare the latency from both client and server endpoints
to identify networks where the latency experienced by clients is significantly

Table 2: Distribution of TCP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT) and
servers (Server RTT) for IPv4-based cellular networks in North America.
higher than latency experienced by servers – which indicates that a CTP is
being used for a connection. Second, we compare the latency for HTTP and
HTTPS sessions only from the server-side to identify networks where servers experience significantly different latencies for HTTP and HTTPS sessions – which
indicates that a CTP is used for one type of connections.
In Table 2, we show the distribution (25th, 50th, and 75th percentile) of network latency measured by the client (Client RTT) and by the server (Server
RTT) for major cellular networks in North America. The column CC represents the country code of each network. Column Hits represents the number
of unique TCP connections behind latency distributions. The column Proxy?
indicates whether our techniques detect CTPs for a given cellular carrier. For
example, for AT&T network in the US, the Client RTT for HTTP sessions
is almost 10 times the Server RTT, which indicates that servers are communicating with a device only 4 ms away. Since 4 ms is too low for an end-to-end
connection over a cellular network [2], we argue that servers communicate with
CTPs deployed in AT&T network (as indicated by
in the Proxy column).
In the case of HTTPS sessions in AT&T, we observe that Client RTT and
Server RTT are similar, which indicates that there is no CTP for HTTPS sessions in the AT&T network (as indicated by X in Proxy column). Further, when
we look at only the Server RTT for HTTP and HTTPS sessions, we see that
servers experience significantly higher latency for HTTPS sessions, which further
confirms that AT&T does not employ CTPs for splitting HTTPS sessions. Ta-

Table 3: Distribution of TCP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT)
and servers (Server RTT) for cellular networks in Asia.
bles 3, 4, and 5 show the application of the latency technique to detect CTPs in
cellular networks in Asia, Europe, and Oceania and South America, respectively.
While employing our latency-based techniques to detect CTPs in cellular networks worldwide, we made five observations on the behavior of CTPs. First, we
observe that for p25 of HTTP sessions in T-Mobile USA network, the latency
experienced by clients and servers is significantly different, which indicates a
presence of CTPs HTTP sessions in T-Mobile network. However, for p50 of the
HTTP sessions, the two latencies are similar – indicating no presence of CTPs
for HTTP sessions in T-Mobile network. To investigate this surprising behavior
of T-Mobile network, we classified our data based on server locations and domain names. Table 6 shows the distribution Client RTT and Server RTT for
HTTP sessions for different domain names across different locations in the US.
We observe that for clients connecting to servers in CA and VA, CTPs are used
on per domain basis. For example, the HTTP latency estimated by servers in CA
to download webpages associated with a clothing website is significantly lower
than latency estimated for a ticketing website. We see similar trends at other
locations in the US and across several domain names. Next, we observe that
T-Mobile employs CTPs for HTTP sessions only at a few locations in the US.
For example, in Table 6 the latency experienced by clients connecting to servers
in TX indicate that T-Mobile does not use a CTP for terminating HTTP sessions
for any domain name. Thus we argue that T-Mobile’s deployment of CTPs in
the US is different across different locations and domain names. Based on these
observations, we label the Proxy? column in Table 2 as ‘Limited’.

Table 4: Distribution of TCP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT) and
servers (Server RTT) for cellular networks in the Europe.

Table 5: Distribution of TCP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT) and
servers (Server RTT) for cellular networks in Oceania and South America.

Table 6: Distribution of HTTP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT)
and servers (Server RTT) for T-Mobile across different domains & locations.
The second observation we make is that cellular networks in the US use CTPs
for TCP connections over their IPv4 networks, but not over their IPv6 networks.
Since we did not observe statistically significant IPv6 traffic from cellular carriers
deployed outside of the US, we restrict this observation to cellular carriers in the
US only. In Table 7, we show the distribution of TCP latency for IPv6 networks
deployed by major US carriers, estimated by clients and CDN servers. We observe
that clients in Verizon Wireless connecting to CDNs over IPv6 network experience latency similar to that estimated at the server for HTTP sessions. However,
from Table 2, we observe that Verizon clients connecting to CDN servers over
its IPv4 network experience much higher latency than experienced by the CDN
servers, for HTTP sessions – indicating the presence of CTP for HTTP sessions
in its IPv4 network. Therefore, we argue that Verizon employs CTPs for HTTP
sessions in its IPv4 network and not in its IPv6 network.
The third observation we make is that some networks use CTPs to split
HTTPS sessions. Using our measurement data, we identified a cellular carrier
in France that employs CTPs to split HTTPS sessions. In Table 4, we show
that for France Telecom, the Server RTT for HTTPS sessions is significantly
lower than the Client RTT, therefore we believe that France Telecom uses
CTPs to split HTTPS sessions. Telefonica in Spain is another cellular carrier

Table 7: Distribution of TCP latency estimated by clients (Client RTT)
and servers (Server RTT) for IPv6 cellular networks in North America.
for which we observe that CTPs split HTTPS sessions, as the latency estimated
by CDN servers is lower than latency estimated by clients. Further, Telefonica’s
recent design of mcTLS protocol indicates that ISPs work towards deploying
CTPs for HTTPS sessions [12], likely to support content caching and connection
optimization for secure connections [14].
The fourth observation we make is that for some carriers, the p75 of Server
RTT is similar to p25 of Client RTT, when the p25 and p50 of Server RTT
indicate the presence of CTPs in that carrier. For example, the p75 of Server
RTT for HTTP sessions in Etisalat network in Table 3, suggests that CTPs may
not be used for splitting all HTTP sessions. We speculate that when CTPs get
overloaded, client requests are likely not sent to CTPs and instead sent directly to
servers. As a result servers occasionally experience (unproxied) latency of endto-end connections to mobile devices. To deal with such occasional instances,
TCP stacks of servers should interpret such connections as direct connections to
mobile devices.
Finally, the fifth observation we make is that for a few cellular carriers the
Server RTT is either higher or lower than Client RTT by at least 80 ms for
p75. Specifically, if we observe Server RTT to be higher than Client RTT, we
speculate that CTPs are deployed near the gateway and Internet egress points are
far from the gateway. If we observe Server RTT to be lower than Client RTT,
we speculate that CTPs are near to both egress points and gateways but clients
connect to gateways far in the network. For such cellular carriers we place a ‘-’
in the Proxy? column in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. We argue that for such cellular
carriers, passive techniques in the following sections may be used to detect the
presence of CTPs.
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Detecting CTPs from Packet Loss on the Server-side

In previous section, we discussed how server operators could use latencies measurements by clients and servers to detect the presence of CTPs. In this section,
we are interested in verifying another technique, based on packet loss, to passively detect CTPs across cellular networks worldwide using measurement data
collected by Akamai CDN servers. Since we observe TCP latency estimated by
CDN servers to CTPs is significantly low, we argue that CTPs and CDN servers
are usually deployed within the same or nearby datacenters. Therefore, when a
CTP is employed to split connections, the number of packets retransmitted by
servers should be lower than packets retransmitted for connections where CTPs
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Fig. 1: Distribution of packet loss over HTTP and HTTPS sessions for
cellular networks in different countries. For visibility, we reduced the
number of symbols on each line.
are not used. Following this assumption, in Figure 1, we show the distribution
of packet loss observed during our tests for thousands of HTTP and HTTPS
sessions. Our first goal is to identify networks where packet loss observed by
CDN servers is higher for one type of connections and not others. We also aim
to determine whether results from using packet loss correlate with our CTP detection in the previous section. Due to space limitations, we show distribution
of packet loss for only a few cellular carriers in North America and Europe.
In Figure 1(a), we show the distribution of packet loss observed for HTTP
and HTTPS sessions in four major cellular carriers in the US. Specifically, in
the case of Verizon, AT&T, and Sprint networks, we observe that for HTTP sessions CDN servers experience low packet loss, whereas for HTTPS sessions CDN
servers experience significantly higher packet loss – indicating the presence of
CTPs for HTTP sessions. The results for these networks agree with our observations from using latency-based technique. However, in the case of T-Mobile, we
see that the packet loss for HTTP sessions is slightly higher compared to other
networks. We speculate that the packet loss for HTTP sessions in T-Mobile network are influenced by T-Mobile’s policy to employ CTPs at only a few locations
and domain names in the US (Table 6).
Next, we compare the packet loss observed for connections in a network where
CTP is not employed, the Rogers network in Canada, as detected by our latencybased technique in Table 2, with a network where our latency-based technique
could not detect the presence of CTPs, the Bell Canada network in Canada. In
Figure 1(b), we show that for both HTTP and HTTPS sessions in Bell Canada
and Rogers networks, CDN servers observe similar packet loss. We speculate that

either CTPs are not employed in the Bell Canada network or CTPs are present
but CTPs experience same network conditions as Rogers network without CTPs.
We now extend our discussion and compare packet loss observed by CDN
servers for connections in major cellular carriers in the UK, Germany, France,
and Spain. Similarly to carriers in the US, in Figure 1(c) and 1(d), we show that
packet loss observed by servers for HTTP sessions is significantly lower than
packet loss observed for HTTPS sessions – indicating the presence of CTPs for
HTTP sessions, similar to our observations from using latency-based technique.
For cellular carriers in France in Figure 1(e), we observe that packet loss for
HTTPS sessions in France Telecom network is similar to packet loss for HTTP
sessions, with both being almost zero. This indicates that CTPs are employed
by France Telecom for splitting both HTTP and HTTPS sessions – validating
our observations from using latency-based technique.
Finally, in Figure 1(f), we show distribution of packet loss observed by CDN
servers for major cellular carriers in Spain. We observe that for Vodafone and
Telefonica networks, the packet loss for HTTP sessions is much lower than packet
loss for HTTPS session – indicating the presence of CTPs for only HTTP connections, similar to our observations from using latency-based technique. For Uni2
and Jazztel, however, we observe that packet loss for both HTTP and HTTPS is
similar. This indicates that CTPs are used for both HTTP and HTTPS sessions,
similar to our observations from using latency-based technique. One exception to
our results is for Telefonica. Using the latency technique we identified that Telefonica could be a potential carrier where CTPs are used to terminate HTTPS
sessions. However, the high packet loss for HTTPS sessions indicates that CTPs
are not used for splitting HTTPS sessions. To disambiguate the presence of
CTPs, we propose another technique that relies on analyzing the characteristics
of TCP SYN packets, which we discuss next.
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Detecting CTPs from TCP SYN Characteristics

Our third technique is based on analyzing TCP SYN packets to detect the presence
of CTPs in cellular networks. Our active experiments on understanding characteristics of TCP SYN packets generated by different types of mobile devices have
revealed that the advertised Initial Congestion Window Size (ICWS), TCP
Timestamp in the TCP options header, and Maximum Segment Size (MSS) values are different across different types of mobile devices. We also observed that
these values are different even when the same device connects to Wi-Fi and cellular network. Based on this observation, our goal is to identify whether analyzing
TCP SYN packets (captured passively for HTTP and HTTPS sessions) have the
same ICWS, MSS, and an increasing TCP Timestamp value, which would indicate
that SYN packets are likely being generated by a single machine (a CTP), instead
of from multiple mobile devices with different hardware.
Results from our analysis of TCP SYN packets indicate that for all observed
TCP SYN packets on port 80 from cellular carriers for which our latency and
packet loss-based techniques suggest presence of CTP for HTTP sessions, the
ICWS and MSS fields in the TCP SYN packets have the same value and the TCP
Timestamp option have monotonically increasing values with a near constant

skew – indicating the presence of CTPs for splitting HTTP sessions. For TCP SYN
packets (generated from networks for which our latency and packet loss-based
techniques suggest absence of CTPs for HTTPS sessions) to port 443 of CDN
servers, we observed varying values of ICWS, MSS, and TCP Timestamp – indicating that the TCP SYN packets are likely generated by different mobile devices,
instead of CTPs. We also verified our technique to be reliable for cellular carriers that employ CTPs for HTTPS sessions. For example, for France Telecom
network in France we observed that the characteristics of all observed TCP SYN
packets to port 443 were similar – indicating the presence of CTPs for HTTPS
connections. For Telefonica in Spain, we did not observe similar characteristics
of observed TCP SYN packets to port 443 – indicating absence of CTPs for splitting HTTPS sessions. Based on our findings on Telefonica’s CTPs for HTTPS
sessions from our latency, loss, and SYN-based techniques, we argue that active
measurements may be needed to reliably detect CTPs. Finally, based on the
data collected we did not find networks where ICWS and MSS values were similar
but CTP was not detected using latency packet loss based techniques.
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Discussion

We believe that one can leverage the use of our latency-based technique to identify the cellular latency offered by carriers where CTPs are present. We argue
that for such carriers, Client RTT is a reliable indicator of the cellular latency,
comprising of the sum of radio latency and latency within the cellular backbone.
Specifically, if 4G is widely deployed by a cellular carrier, the latency offered
by 4G would be reflected in both p25 and p75 of Client RTT. Further, if
3G is more widely deployed than 4G, then the latency offered by 4G would
be reflected in the p25 and latency offered by 3G would be reflected in p75 of
Client RTT. For example, for Telefonica in Spain, Sensorly’s [4] signal strength
data suggests a wide deployment of 3G, but little deployment of 4G. Therefore,
in Table 4, the p25 of Client RTT for HTTP sessions (55 ms) reflects Telefonica’s latency over its 4G network, whereas the p75 latency of 372 ms reflects its
3G latency. Further, the Etisalat network in AE (in Table 3) has wide deployment of 4G (based on Sensorly data), thus the HTTP latency shown in both
p25 (30 ms) and p75 (49 ms) of Client RTT represents the latency offered by
Etisalat’s 4G network. For other cellular networks with CTPs also, we verified
that using Sensorly’s data and Client RTT together allows cellular latency
estimation in a given carrier.
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Conclusions

Connection Terminating Proxies (CTPs) have been a great area of interest for
many cellular carriers in the past. These proxies allow for optimizing TCP connections between servers and client devices. In this paper, we propose three
techniques to passively identify the presence of CTPs, based on latency, loss,
and TCP SYN characteristics. We also conduct an extensive measurement study
based on Akamai server logs to demonstrate that our techniques can reliably
detect CTPs in cellular networks worldwide. Based on our measurement results,
we argue that server operators could use our suggested techniques to detect

CTPs using server logs only and optimize communications for different cellular
networks with the goal of faster content delivery to end-users.
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